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Instrument for studies of homogeneous and heterogeneous ice nucleation
in free-falling supercooled water droplets
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We have developed an instrument to study the homogeneous and heterogeneous freezing of droplets
in free fall. The advantages of this technique are high repetition rates, telemicroscopic imaging of
frozen and unfrozen droplets, and the elimination of possible contamination and nucleation effects
induced by substrates. Droplets are ejected at a rate of about 5 per s from a generator at the top of
a temperature controlled freezing tube. They fall in a stream down the center of the tube as their
images are recorded using video-telemicroscopy. The fraction of drops frozen is measured as a
function of height~and, hence, as a function of temperature! by illuminating slices of the stream
with linearly polarized laser light and monitoring the depolarization of the backscattered light; ice
particles depolarize the scattered light while the liquid droplets do not. The use of depolarization for
phase discrimination is unique in this context. We have demonstrated the usefulness of our
instrument with pure water droplets and droplets containing water and a bionucleant~Pseudomonas
Syringae, or ‘‘SNOMAX’’!. The observed homogeneous freezing temperature of pure water
droplets is about237.0 °C while heterogeneously frozen water droplets containing SNOMAX
freeze at around28.0 °C. We find that the homogeneously frozen pure water droplets tend to be
more irregular and bumpy than those heterogeneously frozen. ©2002 American Institute of
Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Numerical models of the atmosphere show that form
tion of ice in upper tropospheric clouds can strongly imp
cloud dynamics, cloud radiative properties, precipitation f
mation, and cloud chemistry.1 It is therefore important to be
able to predict the rates of ice formation corresponding
different environmental conditions.

One of the major pathways for ice formation in the a
mosphere is through the freezing of supercooled droplets
ther homogeneously~in the absence of surfaces! or hetero-
geneously~catalyzed by surfaces!. There is now substantia
evidence2,3 that liquid droplets can persist in the troposphe
at temperatures near and below the homogeneous free
temperature for pure water droplets,'237 °C. Careful stud-
ies of the homogeneous freezing behavior of droplets c
taining atmospherically relevant organic and inorganic s
utes are still needed.

The freezing of droplets in the atmosphere usually
curs at higher temperatures and is heterogeneous, not h
geneous. The nucleating agents can be the surfaces o
mersed particles, films at the air–water interface,4,5 or
partially dissolved materials~for example, low solubility or-
ganics! that can go in and out of solution depending on dro
let history.6–8 Many laboratory studies of heterogeneo
nucleation9,10 used AgI as the nucleating agent, but in t
absence of a theory of heterogeneous nucleation, it is unc
how to generalize these results to atmospherically relev
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situations. The peculiar ability of some biological materia
to promote ice nucleation and others to counteract the for
tion of ice in metastable aqueous solutions11,12 renders them
of particular interest in studies of freezing in various ge
physical contexts, including atmospheric clouds.

Ice nucleation is not the only important process creat
ice particles in clouds. Once some ice has formed by het
geneous or homogeneous nucleation, secondary proce
can multiply the number of existing ice particles.13 It has
been suggested that splinters formed during freezing
single drops may also serve as embryonic ice particles.14 The
parameters of freezing that lead to droplet deformation
possible splinter production have not been systematic
studied. In early studies of drop shattering during freezi
Hobbs and Alkezweeny14 observed the ejection of splinter
from droplets of radii 50–100mm as they froze in free-fall
over a range of temperatures from220 to 232 °C. Applica-
tion of these interesting results to the atmosphere has b
difficult since the statistical samples were relatively sm
and questions have been raised about the possible effec
early experiments of high laboratory concentrations
CO2.15 Also, we do not have systematic, size, temperatu
and humidity dependence of drop shattering or drop de
mation preceding shattering over the atmospherically
evant range of droplet sizes.

Several laboratory techniques have been develope
measure ice nucleation rates in small droplets. Summarie
these experiments can be found in several reviews9,10 and in
the references therein. Among the techniques that have b
used are examining freezing of drops on plates, embedd
il:
8 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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3989Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 73, No. 11, November 2002 Instrument for studies of ice nucleation
drops in oil emulsions, and using continuous flow diffusi
chambers. Some techniques offer the advantages of repe
heating and cooling cycles of the same samples and mon
ing the latent heat release during freezing, useful for stud
of preactivation and memory effects in heterogeneous fre
ing. In others, the freezing of cloud drops in air can be o
served over a wide range of humidities and temperatures
without detailed examination of individual freezing events

The new instrument we have developed provides h
repetition rate measurements of nearly identical size
composition droplets. Aside from freezing temperature,
also monitor physical properties like changes in drop
shape that often accompany freezing. The supercooled d
lets fall in air at terminal velocity which avoids the possib
thermal effects and possible contamination caused by
strates. We maintain highly reproducible conditions wh
allow for the observation of infrequent processes.

In the next section we describe the design and opera
procedures of the instrument, and in Sec. III we describe
results for the homogeneous and heterogeneous freezin
droplets with known freezing behavior.

II. INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION

A. Experimental architecture

The instrument consists of a freezing tube~Fig. 1! which
is a vertical hollow brass cylinder about 50 cm in height a
10 cm in diameter. There are two opposing large~plastic!
windows, 3.5326 cm, on the tube sides for observation a
illumination of the droplets as they fall. These windows a
double-pane and we pass dry nitrogen gas over and betw
them to prevent frost formation. To cool the tube and est
lish a vertical temperature gradient, we circulate liquid
frigerant through a pair of copper coils wrapped around
top and base of the tube from a Neslab ULT-80 refrigerat
unit. We maintain a temperature inversion~colder at bottom!
with a throttle-valve between the two sets of coils. The
version stabilizes the interior air against convection a
helps maintain a stable droplet stream. The tube is insul
on the sides and bottom with foam insulation. On top of
tube is a 2-cm-thick nylon lid with a central cylindrica
socket for mounting the droplet generator assembly.

We measure the air temperature inside the tube in
vicinity of the droplet stream with a thermistor attached
the bottom of a glass rod which slides up and down throu
an off-center hole in the lid. This rod can be rotated to po
tion the thermistor within a few mm of the droplets bein
observed. A correction factor has been applied to the air t
perature measurements to account for the temperature
due to self-heating of the thermistor and thermal transp
down the thermistor wires. The overall temperature grad
in the freezing tube is monitored using four thermistors i
bedded in the tube walls. All temperature measureme
were made with YSI 44011 precision thermistors calibra
from 0 to250 °C using a NIST-traceable reference PRT th
mometer. The total precision and accuracy estimates fo
temperature measurements are about60.2 °C but for our ini-
tial experiments we have placed more emphasis on preci
than accuracy.
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B. Droplet generation and characteristics

We generate water droplets using a Hewlett Pack
51604A thermal inkjet print cartridge. Each cartridge has
synthetic rubber bladder, which can hold about 3 ml of wa
and there are 12 nozzles on its base that can be fired i
pendently at frequencies of up to 1000 Hz. A nozzle is fir
by heating an enclosed resistor with a 4.5ms electrical pulse
which vaporizes a small amount of fluid to create a bubb
The growing bubble pushes a droplet out through the noz
which then breaks off as the bubble collapses. The ini
radius (r d,i) of the droplets formed by these cartridges
typically about 35mm.

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic diagram of droplet-free-fall apparatus. Droplets
ejected from a droplet generator situated at the top of the cryogenic
cooled freezing tube. We use strobe illumination~synchronized to the video
frame rate! for imaging the droplets and polarized laser illumination f
determination of the fraction of droplets frozen. Two video cameras fit
with telemicroscopic zoom lenses record images or polarized/depolar
light scattering from the falling droplet stream at various heights~corre-
sponding to different droplet temperatures!. ~b! Side view, showing air tem-
perature measurement thermistor and optics.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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3990 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 73, No. 11, November 2002 Wood, Baker, and Swanson
The droplet generation frequency,f d , is chosen to maxi-
mize the number of drops for subsequent statistical anal
while preventing interference between droplets during th
fall; if the frequency is too high, a large droplet can catch
with a preceding~smaller! droplet before it reaches the bo
tom of the tube. This interaction creates instability in t
horizontal position of the stream and may allow cont
nucleation to occur, thus possibly obscuring the effects of
nucleation process we are trying to study.@Droplet images
are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 and instances of these catc
effects are shown in Fig. 3~b!.# We estimate the highest a
lowed droplet generation frequency,f d,max, by setting the
average distance between consecutive droplets (v̄ term/ f d,max)
equal toDzmax, the maximum possible change in the inte
drop distance as two drops of different radii fall to the b
tom of the observation window, a distance of lengthL
540 cm. If v term is the terminal velocity of a drop of radiu
r d , then assuming Stokes flow

Dv term52r dDr d

2g

9n S rd

rair
21D , ~1!

where g is the acceleration of gravity,n is the kinematic
viscosity of air,rd is the density of the droplet, andrair is the
density of air. AssumingDv term! v̄ term, we obtain

1

f max
5Dv term

L

v̄ term
2 . ~2!

For the HP droplet generator cartridgesDr d'1 mm, so for a
typical droplet radius of around 33mm (v term50.13 m/s),
Dv term.0.007 m/s, and according to Eq.~2! f max<5.5 Hz in
order to prevent droplet interactions as they fall to the b
tom of the observation window. This agrees closely with
value we determined by eye, and all of the experimen
results presented in this article were obtained using a dro
generation frequency of about 5 Hz.

C. Strobe microscopy and light scattering techniques

Two video charge coupled device cameras with Le
Monozoom-7 zoom lenses are mounted onx2y translation

FIG. 2. Representative images of drops just after freezing ‘‘homo
neously’’ at about237 °C from pure HPLC water.
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stages and attached to vertical rack and pinion tracks. Th
can be positioned and focused for observation of the drop
at any vertical position~z! measured from the floor of the
chamber over the length of the front window. The prima
camera points directly into the tube and the secondary c
era is at a right angle to the primary and observes the d
lets through a beamsplitter cube placed between the prim
camera lens objective and the front window~see Fig. 1!. The
video output from the cameras is combined side-by-side

-

FIG. 3. Representative images of drops just after freezing ‘‘hetero
neously’’ at about29 °C for drops containing bionucleant.~a! Images of
droplets during usual low-frequency (f 55 Hz) operation. Note the
ellipsoidal shape of some droplets.~b! Images of particle deformation and
sintering observed during high-frequency (f 5100 Hz) operation. Sintering
was not uncommon when a slightly larger droplet can catch up wit
proceeding~smaller! droplet.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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3991Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 73, No. 11, November 2002 Instrument for studies of ice nucleation
ing a video screen splitter and recorded on VHS videota
Analysis is done with a computer frame grabber convert
the video images to 4803640 pixel digital images.

To obtain the backlit ‘‘shadow’’ images of the fallin
droplets~see Figs. 2 and 3!, we illuminate with a diffused
xenon strobe lamp placed opposite the primary camera
the other side of the freezing tube. This lamp is raised
lowered to match the camera height. The strobe lamp is s
chronized to the video frame rate~60 Hz! of the primary
camera. Typical droplets produced by the HP cartridges
our experiment have r d53361 mm and v term513
60.7 cm/s. The zoom lens configuration we use provide
working distance of 105 mm and a range of magnificat
from 9.6 to 1.4mm/pixel. The camera field of view at highe
magnification~73! is just 0.07 cm so the chance of capturin
an image of each droplet is the ratio of the field-of-vie
height to the distance the droplet falls between strobe l
flashes. At 60 Hz, that distance is.2.1 mm for a 33mm
radius droplet; so the probability of seeing each drople
73 is 0.7 mm/2.1 mm533%, and the chance at 13 is 100%.
For good image quality the duration of each strobe flash
approximately 1ms. In this time interval a typical droplet o
radiusr d533mm falls only 0.13mm. The primary limitation
on image sharpness is the horizontal fluctuation in the p
tion of the droplet stream relative to the camera depth
field.

A polarized HeNe laser beam directed through the fr
window of the freezing tube with an adjustable-tilt mirror
used for ice/liquid discrimination. During an experiment w
make two general types of video observations: size
shape observations of droplets as they fall using the str
lamp and droplet phase determination using laser light i
mination. An important design feature of the instrument
the ability to switch from one type of observation to the oth
without any physical rearrangement of the components.
simply turn off or block whichever light source is not bein
used.

Droplet phase discrimination. In order to distinguish be-
tween frozen and unfrozen droplets, we use the fact th
spherical~liquid! droplet does not depolarize backscatter
light whereas a frozen one does due to asphericity in
form of cracks, bumps, and/or surface roughness as we
ice birefringence at short wavelengths. This is the basis
the 180° backscatter depolarization technique used in rem
sensing for cloud particle phase discrimination.16 In the labo-
ratory, depolarization of HeNe laser light scattered at 90°
been used to detect freezing of single droplets levitated in
electrodynamic balance.17 We are unaware of any previou
laboratory instrument utilizing this technique for determini
the phase of droplets in free-fall.

We shine a linearly polarized HeNe~633 nm! laser beam
on the droplets and direct the approximately 150° backs
tered light through a beamsplitter to be imaged by two vid
telemicroscopic cameras@see Fig. 1~b!#. In front of one cam-
era we have placed a polarizing film oriented perpendicula
to the laser’s direction of polarization. The output sign
from each camera are combined using a video screen sp
into side-by-side images~see Fig. 4!, and recorded on video
tape. The backscattered laser light produces a streak du
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the fact that the droplet falls some distance while the cam
shutter is open~1 mm in 1/100 s!. A liquid droplet produces
a streak only on the image made in light of the same po
ization as the incident light, whereas a frozen particle p
duces a streak in both images. To be sure we image the e
length of the streak, we use the lowest zoom magnificat
for these measurements.

D. Experimental procedure

1. Instrument preparation

Before loading we flush the cartridge reservoir with d
tilled water to remove any residue from the manufactur
process. The humidity in the freezing tube is adjusted
adding a shallow pool of distilled water at the bottom. Befo
cooling the tube, we position the air temperature thermis
as close to the droplets as possible and turn on the ima
strobe light. Imaging the thermistor with both cameras e
ables us to adjust their vertical positions to ensure that e
camera will be observing droplets at the same heig
namely, that at which the air temperature is measured. Th
important in typical temperature gradients of 0.8–2.4 °C/c
After bringing the droplets themselves into view and focu
we turn off the strobe light and position the laser beam
center the droplet backscatter streak in the field of vie
Finally, we orient the directions of the camera polarizers
that none of the copolarized scattered light from the drop
~still at room temperature! can be seen with the seconda
camera that views scattering of depolarized light. During
experiment the alignment is occasionally rechecked and
justed by temporarily swapping the study sample with o
that freezes at a lower temperature, such as distilled wate
a salt solution.

FIG. 4. Streaks showing light backscattered by two falling particles illum
nated by polarized laser light. The images on the left show the depolar
component of the scattered light and the images on the right show
component of scattered light of the same polarization as the incident b
The liquid drop is spherical and therefore does not depolarize scattered
while the asphericity, surface roughness, and birefringence of the fro
particle contribute to depolarization of scattered light.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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We used HPLC water for our homogeneous freezing
periments and solutions of HPLC water and the ice nucle
‘‘SNOMAX’’ 18 ~commonly used for making artificial snow
at ski resorts! for the higher temperature heterogeneous
initiation experiments. SNOMAX is made from process
cells of the bacteriumPseudomonas Syringae~hereafter, PS!,
one of the most effective ice nucleating agents known. L
cultured cells of PS have been observed to nucleate ic
temperatures as high as22 °C.10,22 This bacterium is wide-
spread in nature, found in leaf litter and is a comm
aerosol/bionucleant in clouds.19,20 SNOMAX is manufac-
tured by York Int.18 using a proprietary process involvin
freezing at liquid N2 temperatures and radiation for steriliz
tion purposes. It is packaged in the form of dry pellets ab
2 mm in diameter.

In our experiments, one SNOMAX pellet was dissolv
in 100 ml of HPLC water and then that solution was filter
through a 0.2mm syringe filter. This filter size keeps out an
intact bacterial cells, which are about 132 mm, and reduces
the risk of clogging the droplet generator cartridge nozz
We have recently found that solutions filtered at sizes up
mm can be used with the HP cartridges, indicating that
instrument can be used for studies of ice nucleation by wh
~living! bacterial cells. However, we report only the resu
for the 0.2mm filtrate here.

2. Data acquisition

For each data run we record the four tube wall tempe
tures registered by the embedded thermistors, as well as~i!
droplet sizes @r d(z)#, ~ii ! shapes, ~iii ! air temperature
@Tair(z)#, and~iv! fraction of drops frozen@F(z)# at a range
of heightsz in the freezing tube. Nucleation is a stochas
process, so not all droplets start to freeze at exactly the s
temperature~or height!. We refer to the highest point a
which any droplets begin to freeze aszhi , and the height at
which all droplets have begun freezing aszlo . The freezing
process is not instantaneous, but may be slowed by the fi
latent heat loss rate. Typical observed values forDz[zhi

2zlo ranged from 1 to 6 cm depending on the vertical te
perature gradient and the nucleant properties. However,
possible thatDz could be much greater if, for example, on
some fraction of the droplets contain a heterogeneous nu
ant. In this case two peaks in the frozen fraction would
seen; the first, at relatively high temperature, and the sec
at a lower temperature corresponding to those droplets
do not contain nucleant.

If Dz is very small and/ordT/dz is too steep, then it
may be difficult to measure points along theF(z) transition
curve at the desired resolution by raising or lowering
cameras and thermistor very small distances. An alterna
method for obtaining measurements with higher tempera
resolution is to keep the cameras and thermistor at a fi
height, and increase or decrease the coolant temperatu
small amounts. The main drawback of this method is tha
takes more time between measurements because we
wait for the entire freezing tube to come to a new therm
equilibrium rather than just the air temperature sensor.

All camera images are recorded on videotape a
marked with a time stamp so that we can later correlate
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video data with the temperature data and other experime
conditions. Typically we record images of the polarized a
depolarized laser streaks for about 2 min, giving us a sam
of 600 droplets at each temperature.

E. Temperature analysis

In order to compare our nucleation rate observations
theoretical predictions or other experimental data, we m
convert our measurements of the air temperature in the
cinity of the droplets into the actual droplet temperature
the relative humidity is low, droplets evaporate as they f
and their temperature is therefore lower than that of the
jacent air. If the temperature gradient becomes too stee
droplet may not be able to lose heat fast enough to keep
and will become warmer than the air it falls through. In ord
to calculate these effects we use a simple numerical mo
~described in the Appendix! for the evolution of the tempera
ture and radius of water droplets as they fall through air w
given vertical profiles of temperature and relative humidi

F. Image and depolarization analysis

We record both the laser streak images and the strob
droplet images on videotape at approximately one strea
image for every ten video frames. To analyze the data we
a data analysis program~NIH Image! and computer con-
nected via an RS-232 interface to the VCR to automatica
identify and archive the video frames containing droplet i
ages. The computer advances the videotape one frame
time and each image is captured and digitized with the fra
grabber card. We collect 300–600 droplet streaks for e
temperature value, and bin the images in 5 s intervals, giving
us from 12 to 24 bins each containing 25 droplets. We th
simply count the number of polarized and depolariz
streaks.@Because the depolarized streaks can be quite fa
this is done manually using appropriate background inten
threshold settings. Typically this can be done at a rate
about 1 frame/s and even at low intensity levels, the cha
teristic shape and position of the depolarization streak u
ally make identification of frozen versus unfrozen drople
quite straightforward~less than 1% of the frames are am
biguous!. The automation is important to the most tim
intensive portion of the analysis which is the initial findin
of the frames with the polarized/depolarized streaks.# Finally,
we calculate the average value and standard deviation of
zen fractionF(T) for all of the bins at a particular heigh
~temperature!.

We obtain strobe images of the falling droplets at bo
the highest~73! and lowest~13! zoom magnifications to
characterize the droplet shape, size, and fall distance. M
surements of droplet size from 73 images can be made d
rectly, but the size obtained from fall distance measureme
is more precise because the terminal velocity depends on
square of the droplet radius; a 35mm radius droplet falls
2.32 mm in 1/60 s which, at the 13 image resolution of 9.6
mm/pixel, equals 242 pixels, or about half of the field
view. A droplet whose diameter is larger by 1.4mm ~the
resolution limit at 73! would fall 250 pixels in 1/60 s. Be-
cause we can measure the fall distance to within 1 pixe
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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13 images, this method has a precision of about 0.2mm for
the size range of droplets in our experiments (r d

520– 35mm).

III. RESULTS

A. Freezing temperatures

Homogeneous freezing: HPLC droplets. The experi-
ments were performed for two different final droplet size
r d533 and 20mm, where final refers to the size when free
ing occurred. Figure 5 showsF for frozen HPLC droplets for
a range of temperatures corresponding to different heigh
our droplet tube. The upper panel shows the data plo
versus air temperature. The droplets can be either colde
warmer than the surrounding air due to~i! latent heating or
cooling during growth or evaporation, and to~ii ! the inability
of larger droplets to keep up with rapid cooling rates. W
have used our model~see the Appendix! to compute the dif-
ference between droplet and air temperature, and the bo
panel of Fig. 5 shows we get good agreement between
runs once the correction is included. We find that most dr
lets freeze over the temperature range from236 to 238 °C
with a small dependence on the droplet size. At these t
peratures, the effect of evaporative cooling is negligible,

FIG. 5. HPLC water droplets.~a! Fraction of HPLC droplets frozen vs
estimated local air temperature, which is the measured air temperatur
nus the estimated warm bias of the thermistor. The different symbol ty
correspond to datasets obtained on four different days, and different
sizes.~b! Same results replotted as a function of model-calculated dro
temperature. Solid line: fit to previous data from Ref. 21.
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temperature gradient~2.4 deg/cm! used in these experiments
Our model calculations~see Fig. 6! show that 33mm drop-
lets are 2 °C warmer than the air temperature at the free
level, whereas the smaller 20mm radius droplets are at th
same temperature within 0.1 °C. The maximum tempera
difference inside a droplet (Tcenter2Tsurface) was always less
than about 0.15 °C which we have ignored since we do
know where inside the droplet the freezing starts. In Fig. 7

i-
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FIG. 6. Model calculation results~see the Appendix! used to obtain the
actual droplet temperature for the homogeneous freezing case usin
measuredTair(z) and r d(z). Upper left panel: measured~with bias correc-
tion! air temperatureTair(z) along the droplet stream. Lower right pane
measured droplet radiusr d(z) and the resulting saturation ratio model fit
Upper right panel: Two saturation ratio models~wet walls and dry walls! for
the r 520mm case and one model~dry walls! for the r 533mm case. These
results were obtained by fittingf hum @Eq. ~A4!# so that model predictions
match the measurements ofTair(z) and r d(z). Note that the kink occurs a
the freezing point. Lower left panel: the actual droplet temperatureTdrop(z)
expressed as an offset fromTair(z). Typically we measurer drop(z) at many
positions along the stream but in ther 520mm case we see that at th
freezing temperature~237 °C! both saturation ratio models give nearly th
same offset.

FIG. 7. Same data as Fig. 5, replotted as freezing rateJ. Circles: r d

520mm; * : r d533mm. Fit to previous data~Ref. 21! shown as a line.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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plotted the HPLC data~points! and the previous nucleatio
rate data~line! tabulated by Pruppacher;21 the fit for drops of
volumeVd@m3#, cooling rateṪ experienced by the drops i
given by

J@m23 s21#~T!510~621.8154T258.589!, ~3!

F~T!512expF2Vd /ṪE
0

T

J~T!dTG , ~4!

where hereT, the droplet temperature, is measured in ce
grade. We note that the mean homogeneous freezing
perature and distribution width are in good agreement w
the previous nucleation rate data.

B. Heterogeneous freezing: SNOMAX containing
droplets

Figure 8 shows the freezing data for the SNOMA
droplets. For these droplets, we observe no significant ev
ration during their fall, and for the shallower temperatu
gradients in these experiments, our model calculations s
that there would be very little thermal lag even for the larg
droplets studied.~We estimate at saturation the thermal lag
about 0.4 °C and is smaller for evaporating droplets.! As is
shown in Fig. 8, most of the drops freeze over the tempe
ture interval210<Tf<26 °C. These results compare qui
well with those of Makiet al.22 on unfiltered, disrupted cells
but not with their 0.45mm filtrate results, where they foun
freezing began about 1.4 °C colder than ours. Liao and N23

report results close to ours for nucleant concentrations g
as 300 g/100 kgal~0.8 mg/l!, in droplets about 50mm in
diameter.~The weight percent of our solutions are about 0
g/l.! Our nucleating agent must be smaller in size than
mm; thus we are finding considerable nucleating ability a
parently not associated directly with the larger PS bod
themselves.

In order to easily compare the homogeneous and het
geneous freezing data sets we have fit the frozen frac
F(T) data to the error function parameterization

FIG. 8. Measured frozen fraction vs temperature for heterogeneouly fro
droplets containing the bionucleant SNOMAX. The three sets of meas
ments were made on three different days~different small symbols with error
bars!. The previous measurements of the nucleation rates for whole
fragmented PS cells~large symbols! are shown for comparison~Ref. 22!.
The solid line is a freezing spectrum of the 0.45mm filtrate of a different
INA bacterium~M1! after sonic disruption of the cells~Ref. 30!.
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F~T!51/2$11erf@~Tf 02T!/s#% ~5!

with two free parameters to extract quantitative estimates
the freezing initiation temperature and standard deviation
the freezing temperature distribution. The best fit tempe
tures areTf 0526.7 °C, standard deviations52.5 °C for the
heterogeneous case and initiation freezing temperatureTf 0

5236.5 °C, standard deviations51.0 °C for the homoge-
neous case. The width of the heterogeneous freezing t
perature distribution is much broader than the homogene
distribution and may reflect variability in the heterogeneo
nucleant concentration in the drops, variability in the loc
tion of the bacteria and their excreta within the drops, as w
as possible variation in energies of freezing sites on e
nucleator.

C. Shapes of frozen particles

A number of previous authors24,25 have obtained image
of frozen water drops and noted protuberances, bulges~spi-
cules!, and signs of drop shattering. However, these w
images of larger drops and generally drops that froze o
substrate. With our new instrumentation we have the ca
bility of observing hundreds of frozen droplets in air to ca
egorize the various shapes upon freezing. Figure 2 show
representative set of images~for Tdrop;238 and240 °C;
i.e., well after the onset of freezing! of homogeneously fro-
zen pure water drops taken at high magnification~1.4 mm/
pixel!. Most of the droplets display bulges, or hook-lik
structures. For this set of 24 representative droplets w
bulges with average frozen droplet diameter 46mm the av-
erage bulge height is 1064 mm. From 200 sequential froze
droplet images, we find at least 86% of the droplets ha
bulges or spicules larger than 3mm high. Nearly all droplets
appear to orient with the bulges ‘‘up’’ but since bulges
other orientations are difficult to detect in the images,
percentage of droplets with bulges could be larger.

A similar analysis of a representative set of hig
resolution images~a few are shown in Fig. 3! of frozen
~known from the depolarization signal! SNOMAX droplets
show very few bulges or deformations larger than 1mm. In
this case, the vast majority of heterogeneously frozen dr
lets maintain nearly spherical shapes, many more than
observed in the homogeneously frozen case.

IV. DISCUSSION

In these preliminary measurements, we find this inst
ment works well and is useful for studying ice nucleation
supercooled droplets in free-fall over a wide range of te
peratures.~Although not reported here, we have perform
freezing experiments with ionic solutions at temperatures
low as250 °C, also with reproducible results.! The freezing
rate results we obtained for pure water and SNOMAX a
consistent with previous work and we are able to analyze
images of the drops prior and post freezing. Although we
unable to determine precisely how much time has elap
after freezing for each image, the fact that our mean freez
temperatures, recorded via the depolarization signal,
close to the freezing temperatures reported by previous
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thors, indicate that the depolarization signal is measura
well within a few seconds after freezing. The perturbations
optical parameters in newly frozen droplets are sufficien
large that they may modify the light scattering properties
the particles in an important way, an issue that deserves
ther attention.

The early deformations are characterizable and appe
depend on freezing temperature~i.e., in our experiments, on
freezing mode!. Bumps are more common in the HPL
droplets. This is likely because they can freeze more co
pletely in the initial stage before the droplet warms up to 2
K so that it is more likely water will get squirted out by th
pressure buildup. The droplets tend to orient in the airstre
such that the bumps are on top, probably because of d
The few which are not on top could have been photograp
just after formation before the frozen particle had had time
reorient. Ice particles nucleated on SNOMAX at relative
high temperatures seem to be more ellipsoidal than those
froze homogeneously. It is not clear what causes this dif
ence; it might reflect differences already apparent in the
uid drops prior to freezing or it may indicate somethi
about the freezing mode. Observations of later stage gro
of both heterogeneous and homogeneously frozen drop
show that these initial deformities appear to disappear a
about a 23 increase in size but droplets frozen at cold
temperatures tend to produce more polycrystall
particles.26

Although many frozen particles in this study exhibite
bumps or spicules, we did not observe instances of brea
or the production of satellite droplets associated with drop
distortion and spicule formation. The small size of the dro
lets in this study makes these processes unlikely and s
short-lived processes would in any case be difficult to c
ture photographically at standard video frame rates given
current illumination configuration.

For some future experiments there are several feature
the instrument and protocol that we plan to modify. We a
concerned that the droplet generator ejects droplets at a
~and unknown! temperature. The droplets cool down quick
and our results from the bionucleant studies showed free
temperatures similar to those observed in previous subs
studies with unheated samples, but the heating process
affect other bionucleants. An additional concern is that
droplets are ejected at high velocity (vd,i.10 m/s according
to HP specifications!, whereas the terminal velocity (v term)
of a 35 mm radius droplet is'14 cm/s.27 We estimate the
deceleration time to be less than 0.05 s, and the deceler
distance to be less than 5 cm, using empirical drag coe
cients for Re.1.9 The most conservative estimate of drop
cooling time, assumingTd,i5100 °C andv5v term, is 0.1 s.
This can be problematic for heterogeneous systems
freeze at warmer temperatures if the freezing proces
slowed down by kinetic processes in the droplet. We plan
remove these uncertainties by developing new droplet-
demand systems using microvalves or piezoelectric dro
generators to produce nonheated and slower emitted d
lets. Finally, to speed up our data analysis techniques,
plan to explore the use of photodiodes or photomultipliers
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place of the camera images to automatically measure
frozen fraction in real time.
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APPENDIX: NUMERICAL MODEL FOR FALLING
DROPLET EVOLUTION

We use a standard Maxwell-type model to calculate
temperature and radius of a water droplet as it falls throu
the temperature and humidity gradient in the freezing tu
The model is similar to that of Hobbs and Alkezweeny,14 but
we have included droplet evaporation, which can be imp
tant for our case. For simplicity, the droplet is always a
sumed to be falling at its terminal velocity. This assumpti
is reasonable because the ejected droplets slow to term
velocity after a few cm and well before the height at whi
we make our measurements. The range of Reynolds num
for droplets in our experiments was 0.2–1.1, so that we m
use the Oseen drag coefficient,9 Cd5(24/Re)* @1
1(3*Re/16)#.

We neglect droplet–droplet interactions in the flux c
culations because, first, the distance between drops is m
larger than the droplet radius (v term/ f max'0.2* 0.150.02 m
@r d), and second, the time scale for relaxation of the dif
sive gradients around each drop is much faster than the d
let generation rate (tdiff.331025 s (for r 525mm)!1/f
51/5 Hz50.2 s), so there is plenty of time for the gradien
around the droplet at a given position to dissipate before
next droplet arrives.

Thus we have for the mass and heat flux

Fm5 f v

Dv

~Rvr d! Feeq~Tdrop!

Tdrop
2

e~z!

Tair~z!G , ~A1!

Fq5 f v* k th /r d* @Tdrop2Tair~z!#, ~A2!

where f v51.010.108* $@(h/Dv)1/3#* (Re1/2)%2 is the venti-
lation coefficient,9 which was never greater than 1.07 for th
droplets in our experiments~Re<1.1!.

We solve for the unknown droplet temperature (Tdrop)
iteratively using conservation of energy,

Fq52Fm* Le@Tair~z!# ~A3!

and the latent heat of evaporation
Le(T)5597.3* (273.15/T)(0.16713.6731024

* T)* (1000/0.2388)
3@J/kg#.9 The vapor pressure of supercooled liquid water
calculated using a sixth-order polynomial equation fro
Lowe and Ficke.28 The temperature dependent heat capac
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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of supercooled liquid water iscp(Tdrop)520.0303* Tdrop
3

124.73* Tdrop
2 26740* Tdrop1617 600,Tdrop in Kelvin.29

Due to the difficulty of measuring the humidity profile i
the chamber, we treat the humidity as an adjustable par
eter in the model and find the value which gives the bes
to the observed values of droplet size as a function of hei
r d(z). Using this model fit, we can then create a functi
relating the measured air temperature values to the co
sponding droplet temperatures.

If the range of droplet freezing temperatures is lo
enough, evaporative cooling is negligible for any humid
and the model is only needed for calculating the thermal
effect. For all other cases, we vary the model humidity p
file between the wettest and driest possible conditions.
wettest is the case when the inner walls of the freezing t
are coated with water or ice; in this caseemax(z)
5eeq@Twall(z)#, the equilibrium vapor pressure of water
ice at the temperature of the wall at that height. The dr
possible profile is that obtained if the only source of wa
vapor is the ice layer at the bottom of the tube, so t
emin(z)5eeq(TB).

The model profile is adjusted using a single parame
f hum, such that

e~z!5emin~z!1 f hum@emax~z!2emin~z!#. ~A4!
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